
[al Shabaab, Kenya, Terrorism] **Before Kenya Attack, Rehearsals and Planting of Machine Guns** – New York Times. (Foreign Policy also wrote a background piece on al Shabaab’s recent fortunes. Offering possible psychological insight, The Independent reported on an exchange where a 4-year old boy confronted a terrorist in the mall and was allowed to leave. The Daily Mail also has an extensive collection of photos and videos from the attack, as well as speculation on a possible foreign fighter involved.)


----------Related: Kenya Mall Attack----------

[al Shabaab, Leadership Figures] **Al-Shabaab leader’s ambitions appear to be as complex as his personality** – Washington Post.


----------Related: Kenya Mall Attack----------


[Syrian Civil War, al Qaeda Groups, Rebel Groups] **Al Qaeda-linked fighters killed in clash with Syrian rebels** – Reuters. (A coalition of several rebel groups issued a statement rejecting the Turkey-based opposition political leadership and called for prioritizing an Islamic state, according to the New York Times.)

[Tunisia, Assassinations, Internal Politics, U.S.] **Tunisia says CIA warned authorities of planned attack against assassinated lawmaker** – Associated Press.

[Cybersecurity, China, Japan] **Government Organizations from Asia-Pacific Region Targeted with EvilGrab Malware** – Softpedia.

[Russia, Greenpeace, Energy] Russian guards ‘seize Greenpeace Arctic protest ship’ – ITV.


[Pakistan, Terrorism, Sectarian Violence] Pakistani Christians Protest Deadly Church Bombing – Associated Press.

[Egypt, Internal Politics, Political Parties] Egypt court bans all Muslim Brotherhood activities – Los Angeles Times.


[Cybersecurity, Cyberespionage, Japan, South Korea] Icefog Cybercriminals Launch Hit and Run Attacks Against High-Profile Organizations – Softpedia.

[Russia, Terrorism] Two killed in suicide attack in Russia’s Caucasus – Agence France-Presse.


[Pakistan, Law Enforcement, Counterterrorism, Corruption] The battle for Karachi – Foreign Policy, AfPak Channel blog.


[Ukraine, Russia, European Union, Trade] Russia makes new threats over Ukraine’s pro-Europe policy – Reuters.

[China, One-Child Policy, Medical Services] Chinese “Designer” Babies, American Surrogate Mothers – The Diplomat, Asia Life blog.

[China, North Korea, Arms Transfers, Sanctions] China bans several weapons-related North Korea exports – BBC News.

[Syrian Civil War] Rebels Greet Assad’s Ceasefire With Skepticism – Foreign Policy, The Cable blog.


[Belgium, U.K., GCHQ, Cybersecurity] Latest Snowden reveal: It was GCHQ that hacked Belgian telco giant – The Register.


[Russia, Georgia, Disputed Territories, U.S.] U.S. Doesn’t Say Much as Russia Violates Georgia’s Turf – Foreign Policy, The Cable blog.


[India, Pakistan, Disputed Territories, Borders] Ahead of India-Pakistan Talks, Militants Kill as Many as 12 in Indian-Controlled Kashmir – New York Times, India Ink blog.


[Pakistan, Natural Disasters] Rescuers struggle to reach Pakistan quake zone – BBC News. (The Washington Post also reported that militants in the area of the earthquake fired rockets at a Pakistani government helicopter during operations, but missed.)
Sudan drops off Internet amid internal strife – Computerworld.


Afghan troops blunt Taliban offensive but at high price – USA Today.


Sudan’s Omar al-Bashir Cancels U.N. Trip – Foreign Policy, Turtle Bay blog.

Ex-Army translator gets 25 years in Taliban weapons sting – Reuters.

South Korea dumps Boeing fighter jet tender, Lockheed soars back – Reuters.